INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, the exuberant development of genome editing has revolutionized research on the human genome, which has enabled investigators to better understand the contribution of a single-gene product to a disease in an organism. In the 1970s, the development of genetic engineering (manipulation of DNA or RNA) established a novel frontier in genome editing. 1 Based on engineered or bacterial nucleases, genome editing technologies have been developed at a rapid pace over the past 10 years and have begun to show extraordinary utility in various fields, ranging from basic research to applied biotechnology and biomedical research. 2 Genome editing can be achieved in vitro or in vivo by delivering the editing machinery in situ, which powerfully adds, ablates and "corrects" genes as well as performs other highly targeted genomic modifications. 3, 4 Targeted DNA alterations begin from the generation of nuclease-induced double-stranded breaks (DSBs), which leads to the stimulation of highly efficient recombination mechanisms of cellular DNA in mammalian cells. 5, 6 Nuclease-induced DNA DSBs can be repaired by one of the two major mechanisms that occur in almost all cell types and organisms: homology-directed repair (HDR) and nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ), 7 resulting in targeted integration or gene disruptions, respectively ( Fig. 1 ).
Historically, homologous recombination (HR), in which undamaged homologous DNA fragments are used as templates, has been the approach to realize targeted gene addition, replacement, or inactivation; however, the utility of HR is heavily limited due to its inefficiency in mammalian cells and model organisms. 8 After it was discovered that DSBs could raise the incidence of HDR by multiple orders of magnitude, targeted nucleases have been found as an alternative approach to increase the efficiency of HDR-mediated genetic alteration. Once a targeted DSB has been made, HDR may reconstruct the cleaved DNA using an exogenous DNA template analog to the break site sequence.
This mechanism may be used to introduce precise mutations by delivering an appropriately designed repair template into targeted cells directly, 9, 10 thereby, in a site-specific manner, resulting in mutation correction or new sequence insertion. Alternatively, NHEJ-mediated repair tends to result in errors because it leads to efficient formation of gene insertion or deletion (indels) in diverse lengths at the DSB site, which eventually causes gene inactivation. 11 If indels occur in the coding sequence, there will be frameshift mutations, which will result in mRNA degradation or nonfunctional truncated protein production by nonsensemediated decay. 12 This approach and its applications are thought to be simpler than HR-based methods because (a) there is no need for a repair matrix and (b) the cell type has less impact on modification efficacy (contrary to HR, NHEJ may be active all through the cell cycle). 13 Thus, similar to RNAi, NHEJ may be applied in immortalized cell lines to generate the inactivation of a single gene or multiple genes, but by creating loss-of-function mutations, it may lead to permanent gene inactivation. 9 In the early development stage of genome editing, to induce the desired DSBs at each particular DNA target site, the engineering of distinct zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) 14 or meganucleases 15 has been the research focus. These nuclease systems required specialized competence to generate artificial proteins consisting of customizable sequence-specific DNA-binding domains, each connected to a nonspecific nuclease for target cleavage, providing researchers with unprecedented tools to perform genetic manipulation. 16 Subsequently, a new class of a Flavobacterium okeanokoites (FokI) catalytic domain derived from bacterial proteins termed transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) has shed light on new possibilities for precise genome editing. 17 TALE-based programmable nucleases can cleave any DNA sequence of interest with relatively high frequency. However, the main challenges for transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) approaches are the design of a complex molecular cloning for each new DNA target and its low efficiency of genome screening in successfully targeted cells. 18 Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-associated 9 (Cas9) nuclease is a recently discovered, robust gene editing platform derived from a bacterial adaptive immune defense system. 19 This system can be efficiently programmed to modify the genome of eukaryotic cells via an RNA-guided DNA cleavage module and has emerged as a potential alternative to ZFNs and TALENs to induce targeted genetic modifications 20 (Table 1) . Since 2013, when it was first applied in mammalian cells as a tool to edit the genome, 21, 22 the versatile CRISPR/Cas9 technology has been rapidly expanding its use in modulating gene expression, ranging from genomic sequence correction or alteration to epigenetic and transcriptional modifications.
The advent of programmable nucleases has greatly accelerated the proceedings of gene editing from concept to clinical practice and unprecedentedly enabled scientists with a powerful tool to maneuver literally any gene in a wide variety of cell types and species. Current preclinical research on genome editing primarily concentrates on viral infections, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), metabolic disorders, primary defects of the immune system, hemophilia, muscular dystrophy, and development of T cell-based anticancer immunotherapies. Some of these methods have gone beyond preclinical research and are recently undergoing phase I/II clinical trials. Here, we review recent improvements of the three main genome editing platforms (ZFN, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9) and discuss applications of their derivative reagents as gene editing tools in various human diseases and in promising future therapies, focusing on eukaryotic cells and animal models. Finally, we outline the clinical trials applying genome editing platforms for disease treatment and some of the challenges in the implementation of this technology.
STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM OF GENOME EDITING TOOLS
The structure of ZFNs and their interaction with DNA ZFNs are assembled by fusing a non-sequence-specific cleavage domain to a site-specific DNA-binding domain that is loaded on the zinc finger. 23 The zinc-finger protein with site-specific binding properties to DNA was discovered primarily in 1985 as part of transcription factor IIIa in Xenopus oocytes. 24 The functional specificity of the designed zinc-finger domain comprises an array of Cys 2 His 2 zinc fingers (ZFs), which are derived by highly conserved interactions of their zinc-finger domains with Fig. 1 Genome editing platforms and mechanisms for DSB repair with endogenous DNA. Genome editing nucleases (ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9) induce DSBs at targeted sites. DSBs can be repaired by NHEJ or, in the presence of donor template, by HDR. Gene disruption by targeting the locus with NHEJ leads to the formation of indels. When two DSBs target both sides of a pathogenic amplification or insertion, a therapeutic deletion of the intervening sequences can be created, leading to NHEJ gene correction. In the presence of a donor-corrected HDR template, HDR gene correction or gene addition induces a DSB at the desired locus. DSB double-stranded break, ZFN zinc-finger nuclease, TALEN transcription activator-like effector nuclease, CRISPR/Cas9 clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat associated 9 nuclease, NHEJ nonhomologous end-joining, HDR homology-directed repair.
homologous DNA sequences. Generally, an individual Cys 2 His 2 zinc finger consists of approximately 30 amino acids, which constitute two anti-parallel β sheets opposing an α-helix. 25 Cys 2 -His 2 -ZF is an adaptable DNA recognition domain and is considered to be the most common type of DNA-binding motif in eukaryotic transcription factors. 26 Each zinc-finger unit selectivity recognizes three base pairs (bp) of DNA and produces base-specific contacts through the interaction of its α-helix residues with the major groove of DNA. 27, 28 The FokI type II restriction endonuclease forms the domain that cleaves the DNA, which can be adopted as a dimer to directly target sequences within the genome for effective gene editing. 29 Since the FokI nuclease needs to be dimerized to cleave DNA, two ZFN molecules are usually required to bind to the target site in an appropriate orientation, 30 doubled in the number of specifically recognized base pairs. After DNA cleavage by ZFNs is achieved in eukaryotic cells, DSBs at a specific locus of the genome is initiated, creating the desired alterations in subsequent endogenous NHEJ or HDR repair systems. 23 The target sequence recognition and specificity of ZFNs are determined by three major factors: (a) the amino acid sequence of each finger, (b) the number of fingers, and (c) the interaction of the nuclease domain. By virtue of the modular structure of ZFNs, both the DNA-binding and catalytic domains can be individually optimized, which enables scientists to develop novel modular assembly with sufficient affinity and specificity for genome engineering. In early studies, individual ZFNs containing 3-6 fingers were used to interact with a 9-18 nucleotide target, which enabled ZFN dimers to specify 18-36 bp of DNA at each cleavage site. 31 Since the 18 bp sequence of DNA can render specificity within 68 billion bp of DNA, this approach facilitated the targeting of specific sequences in the human genome for the first time. A more recently developed strategy used architectural diversification to improve the targeting accuracy of ZFNs via "selectionbased methods" 32 : this study developed a new linker option for spanning finger-finger and finger-FokI cleavage domain junctions, which produced a 64-fold total increase in the number of ZFN configurations available for targeting cleavage to any given base of DNA.
TALENs: a protein-based DNA targeting system TALENs are another type of engineered nuclease that exhibit better specificity and efficiency than ZFNs. Similar to ZFNs, TALENs comprise a nonspecific DNA cleavage domain fused to a customizable sequence-specific DNA-binding domain to generate DSBs. This DNA-binding domain consists of a highly conserved repeat sequence from transcription activator-like effector (TALE), which is a protein originally discovered in the phytopathogenic Xanthomonas bacteria that naturally alters the transcription of genes in host plant cells. 17, 33 The binding of TALE to DNA is mediated by a central region that contains an array of 33-to 35amino-acid sequence motifs. The amino acid sequence of each repeat is structurally similar, except for two hypervariable amino acids (the repeat variable di-residues or RVDs) at positions 12 and 13. 34 DNA-binding specificity is determined by RVDs, with ND specifically binding to C nucleotides, HN to A or G nucleotides, NH to G nucleotides, and NP to all nucleotides. 17 There is a one-to-one correspondence between RVDs and contiguous nucleotides in the target site, constituting a strikingly simple TALE-DNA recognition cipher. 35 Functional endonuclease FokI is factitiously fused to DNAbinding domains to create site-specific DSBs and thereby stimulate DNA recombination to achieve TALEN-induced targeted genomic modification. To cleave the two strands of the targeted DNA, the FokI cleavage domain must be dimerized. Hence, like zinc fingers, such a TALEN module is designed in pairs to bind opposing DNA target loci, with proper spacing (12-30 bp) between the two binding sites. 36 However, compared to zincfinger proteins, there is no need to redesign the linkage between repeats constituting long arrays of TALEs, which function to target individual genomic sites. Following pioneering works on zincfinger proteins, multiple effector domains have become accessible to support the fusion of TALE repeats for different genomic modification purposes, including nucleases, 37 transcriptional activators, 18 and site-specific recombinases. 38 Although their simpler cipher codes provide better simplicity in design than triplet-confined zinc-finger proteins, one of the primary technical hurdles for cloning repeat TALE arrays is the design of a large scale of identical repeat sequences. To address this limitation, a few strategies have been established to facilitate the fast assembly of custom TALE arrays, including "Golden Gate" molecular cloning, 39 high-throughput solid phase assembly, 40, 41 and connectionindependent cloning techniques. 42 CRISPR/Cas9: a versatile tool for genome editing Early in 1987, clustered regularly interspersed short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs) were originally discovered in E. coli and later in many other bacteria species. 43 The function of the short repeat sequences remained unclear for many years before several studies in 2005 characterized their similarities to phage DNA, and subsequent experiments revealed that these sequences took part in bacterial and archaea adaptive immune defense against offending foreign DNA by inducing RNA-guided DNA cleavage. [44] [45] [46] Generally, the CRISPR-Cas systems are divided into two classes based on the structural variation of the Cas genes and their organization style. 44 Specifically, class 1 CRISPR-Cas systems consist of multiprotein effector complexes, whereas class 2 systems comprise only a single effector protein; altogether, six CRISPR-Cas types and at least 29 subtypes have been reported, 47, 48 and the list is rapidly expanding. The most frequently used subtype of CRISPR systems is the type II CRISPR/ Cas9 system, which depends on a single Cas protein from Streptococcus pyogenes (SpCas9) targeting particular DNA sequences and is therefore an attractive gene editing tool. 49 Mechanistically, the CRISPR/Cas9 system comprises two components, a single-stranded guide RNA (sgRNA) and a Cas9 endonuclease. The sgRNA often contains a unique 20 base-pair (bp) sequence designed to complement the target DNA site in a sequence-specific manner, and this must be followed by a short DNA sequence upstream essential for the compatibility with the Cas9 protein used, which is termed the "protospacer adjacent motif" (PAM) of an "NGG" or "NAG". 50, 51 The sgRNA binds to the target sequence by Watson-Crick base pairing and Cas9 precisely cleaves the DNA to generate a DSB. 52 Following the DSB, DNA-DSB repair mechanisms initiate genome repair. With the CRISPR/ Cas9 system, through pathways of NHEJ or high-fidelity HDR, targeted genomic modifications, including the introduction of small insertions and deletions (indels), can be made. 53 Known as the RNA-guided system, CRISPR/Cas9 is more suitable for application compared to other gene editing technologies and has several important advantages. 20 For example, endonucleasebased ZFN or TALEN tools demand reengineering of the enzyme to fit each target sequence, and they should be synthesized separately for each case; however, the nuclease protein Cas9 is identical in all cases and can be conveniently engineered to recognize new sites via changing the guide RNA sequences (sgRNA), which match target sites by Watson-Crick base pairing. Moreover, in contrast to CRISPR/Cas9, ZFNs and TALENs demand much more labor and are more expensive. An additional advantage of CRISPR/Cas9 is that it has the potential of simultaneous multiple loci editing, making this technology easier, more efficient, and more scalable compared to other genome editing technologies. CRISPR/Cas9 is now an indispensable tool in biological research.
Three common strategies have been developed for genome editing with the CRISPR/Cas9 platform: (1) the plasmid-based CRISPR/Cas9 strategy, where a plasmid is used to encode Cas9 protein and sgRNA, 21, 22 assembles Cas9 gene as well as sgRNA into the same plasmid in vitro. this strategy is longer lasting in the expression of Cas9 and sgRNA, and it prevents multiple transfections. 54 However, the encoded plasmid needs to be introduced inside the nucleus of target cells, which is a key challenge in this system; (2) direct intracellular delivery of Cas9 messenger RNA (mRNA) and sgRNA, 55 the greatest drawback of which lies in the poor stability of mRNA, which results in transient expression of mRNA and a short duration of gene modification; (3) directly delivery of Cas9 protein and sgRNA 56 , which has several advantages, including rapid action, great stability, and limited antigenicity.
The editing of DNA means the irreversible permanent change of genome information, and this process is also facing inevitable security risks and ethical problems. In addition, some cell types, such as neurons, are difficult to modify DNA using CRISPR/Cas9mediated editing, which limits the use of gene therapy for nervous system diseases. As a result, genome editing strategies that only edit and modify RNA have also been proposed by scientists. 57, 58 As an intermediate product of DNA transcription, RNA is responsible for guiding the production of downstream proteins. With the use of CRISPR technology, RNA mutation is modified briefly, which not only avoids the irreversible modification of the genome but also can repair protein function in almost all cells to treat a variety of diseases. Stem cell transplantation combined with the CRISPR/Cas9 system is another approach for the therapy of genetic mutations. It has been proven that patient-induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have the ability to differentiate into retinal precursors, and it is a useful cell source for cell replacement therapy without immune rejection problems. 59, 60 However, patient-derived iPSCs might still harbor the same pathogenic genes, which could influence the therapeutic efficacy of transplanted cells. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the CRISPR/Cas9 system to fix disease-causing mutations in patientderived iPSCs before transplantation. 61 
GENOME EDITING FOR DISEASE MODELING AND GENE THERAPY
Targeted gene modification via chimeric genome editing tools (e.g., ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9) is a powerful method to assess gene function and precisely manipulate cellular behavior and function. These genome editing tools have enabled investigators to use genetically engineered animals to understand the etiology behind various diseases and to clarify molecular mechanisms that can be exploited for better therapeutic strategies ( Fig. 2 ).
Cancer research
Oncogenes and mutant tumor suppressor genes provide outstanding opportunities for the use of genome modulating approaches. 62 Genome editing technology has accomplished crucial targeted cleavage events in various fundamental studies, from its initial proofs of efficient gene editing in eukaryotes to its recent applications in the engineering of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and tumor-targeted T cells; this technology has established novel concepts of gene modification and has extended to a border field of cancer research.
As an archetypal platform for programmable DNA cleavage, ZFN-mediated targeting has been successfully applied to modify many genes in human cells and a number of model organisms, thus opening the door to the development and application of genome editing technologies. ZFN-driven gene disruption was primarily demonstrated in 1994 when a three-finger protein was constructed to specifically block the expression of the BCR-ABL human oncogene that was transformed into a mouse cell line. 63 After that, a study used a human lymphoblast cell line derived For in ex vivo editing therapy, cells are isolated from a patient to be treated, edited and then re-engrafted back to the patient. To achieve therapeutic success, the target cells must be able to survive in vitro and return to the target tissue after transplantation. Left: For in vivo editing therapy, engineered nucleases are delivered by viral or nonviral approaches and directly injected into the patient for systemic or targeted tissue (such as the eye, brain, or muscle) effect.
from chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) patients, and a customdesigned ZFN was applied to this cell line to deliver site-specific DSBs to the telomeric portion of the mixed lineage leukemia (MLL) gene breakpoint cluster region as well as to analyze chromosomal rearrangements associated with MLL leukemogenesis via DSB error repair. 64 Successful targeted modulation was also achieved using designed ZFNs, which promoted the disruption of endogenous T cell receptor (TCR) βand α-chain genes. Lymphocytes treated with ZFNs lacked the surface expression of CD3-TCR and expanded with an increase in interleukin-7 (IL-7) and IL-15. 65 By targeting the promoter function of long terminal repeat (LTR) from human T cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1), a novel therapeutic ZFN specifically killed HTLV-1-infected cells in an in vivo model of adult T cell leukemia (ATL). 66 In addition, it was reported that effective cleavage of the BCR-ABL fusion gene by highly specific ZFNs terminated the translation of the BCR-ABL protein and induced apoptosis in imatinib-resistant CML cells. 67 Furthermore, cancer-relevant translocations in human Ewing sarcoma and anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL) cells induced by ZFNs demonstrated that precise genomic rearrangements can be achieved in relevant cell types by custom nucleases. 68 Furthermore, the use of HER2-positive cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) conjugated to mammalian mTOR-specific ZFN made the mTOR locus nonfunctional and inhibited relevant cancer signaling pathways, providing insight into the design of novel molecular targeted therapeutics for breast cancer (in particular) and other types of cancers. 69 Moreover, as the tumor suppressor gene p53 plays a pivotal role in preventing cancer development, strategies of genome editing to restore wild-type p53 function have been investigated. A yeast-one-hybrid (Y1H) four-finger ZFN was designed to replace mutant p53 with wild-type p53 in several cancer cell lines (from glioblastoma, leukemia and breast cancer) via ZFN-induced HR. 70 Although the HR events were not particularly effective in this case, modifications at p53 loci still provided a framework for further investigation. In addition to modifying viral genes associated with tumorigenesis, researchers have applied ZFNs to optimize T cell-mediated antitumor therapy. For example, by importing a chimeric TCR that comprises an extracellular IL-13 domain (zetakine) and a cytoplasmic CD3 domain into CD8 + T cells, glioblastoma-specific cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTLs) can be generated. To achieve this goal, Reik et al. 71 knocked down the glucocorticoid receptor in the modified CTLs with ZFNs. Consequently, the cytolytic activity of "zetakine" transgenic CTLs against glioblastomas was preserved regardless of the presence of glucocorticoid treatment. This technology has recently been effective in knocking out glucose transport-related genes (MCT4 or BSG) in two glycolytic tumor models: colon adenocarcinoma and glioblastoma. 72 A milestone of TALENs was achieved when they were primarily applied to efficiently disrupt the endogenous genes NTF3 and CCR5 in human leukemia cells via the introduction of NHEJ-or HDR-induced modification into a coding sequence, demonstrating that TALENs could be designed for selective endogenous gene cleavage. 73 Interestingly, when TALENs and ZFNs were compared abreast at two human loci (CCR5 and IL2RG), TALENs showed a significant reduction in cytotoxicity. Moreover, the CCR5-specific TALEN was able to distinguish between the CCR5 target locus and a highly similar site in CCR2 when compared with ZFN technology. 37 By adopting TALEN gene editing technology, precise disruptions have also been introduced into the T cell receptor α constant (TRAC) gene and the CD52 gene in allogeneic T cells by TALEN-induced HDR. The TALEN used in this study was engineered by a retroviral vector that expressed a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) targeting CD19+ leukemic B cells, which helped to develop the "universal" CAR T cells (dKO-CART19). 74 Alternatively, a site-specific TALEN was used to disrupt a single allele of the Fms-related tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3) gene and generate isogenic leukemia cell clones. TALEN-mediated FLT3 haplo-insufficiency impaired cell proliferation and colony formation in vitro. These suppressive effects were maintained in vivo and improved the survival rate of NOD/SCID mice transplanted with mutant K562 clones. 75 The use of engineered TALENs in prostate cancer cells functionally classifies androgen receptor (AR) target gene rearrangements as drivers of resistance. 76 Using TALENs to precisely cut the relevant translocation breakpoints, Piganeau et al. induced cancer-relevant translocations in anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL). 68 Through an analogous strategy, the reversion of ALCL translocation was achieved in a patient cell line, restoring the integrity of the two involved chromosomes. Recent studies have also shown that TALEN gene editing technology used to knock out genes in cancer cells (including cells from prostate cancer, 76 breast cancer, 77 and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 78 ) is a powerful and broadly applicable platform to explore gene mutations at the molecular level.
Because of its multiple advantages in genome editing, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has attracted considerable attention, and scientists gradually consider it to be a powerful therapeutic tool for treating diseases associated with genome mutations. The ultimate goal of cancer therapy with CRISPR/Cas9 is to remove malignant mutations and replace them with normal DNA sequences. 79 In a recent study, the leukemia model was generated by reviving several inactivated oncogenes through the lentiviral delivery of the Cas9-sgRNA system in primary hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs). 80 In this study, the pooled lentiviruses targeted genes, including Tet2, Runx1, Dnmt3a, Nf1, Ezh2, and Smc3. The objective HSPCs were selected via a fluorescent marker; those HSPCs are engaged in the development of myeloid neoplasia. CRISPR/Cas9 technology has also been adopted to establish organoid tumor models. 81, 82 For instance, organoid colon cancer models were constructed in vitro with CRISPR technology by introducing mutations of tumor suppressor genes (APC, TP53, SMAD4, etc.) and gene modification of oncogenes (KRAS, PI3K, etc.). 83 Moreover, guided by colonoscopy, through mucosal injection, Roper et al. 84 established CRISPR engineered mouse tumor organoids by delivering viral vectors carrying CRISPR/Cas9 components to the distal colon of mice. Such an approach has already been applied in a study modeling tumor progression with an adenoma-carcinoma-metastasis sequence. In the future, the use of CRISPR/Cas9 technology to establish precise cancer models will significantly promote the research of functional cancer genomics and facilitate the advancement of cancer therapies.
Cardiovascular disease CVD is a serious hazard to human health and is the number one cause of death in many industrialized countries. Many different types of CVD are usually associated with a single genetic mutation or a combination of rare inherited heterozygous mutations. 85 In practice, clinical treatments focus on the relief of disease symptoms without addressing potential genetic defects. Currently, the establishment of in vivo CVD models with gene editing technology and the in-depth analysis of CVD pathogenic genes as well as their molecular mechanisms have made it possible to test the ability of gene therapy to control specific gene expression and improve gene functions. With the help of genome editing technologies, various research models of cardiovascular conditions have been created.
Abrahimi et al. 86 used CRISPR/Cas9 to efficiently ablate major histocompatibility complex class II (MHCII) with double gene knockout in normal human endothelial cells. These cells retain the ability to form vascular structures without activating allogeneic CD4+ T cells. It is promising to apply such technology in the field of allograft bioengineering, including the refinement of heart transplant. In addition, CRISPR/Cas9 technology can accurately remove β2M and CCR5 on CD34+ HSCs while retaining its ability to undergo multidifferentiation, which provides the possibility for the future treatment of ischemic heart conditions with HSCs. 86 In another study, Carroll et al. 87 established a cardiac-specific transgenic mouse model by injecting Cas9-containing plasmids into mouse zygotes; the expression of Cas9 was regulated by the Myh6 promoter. In this transgenic model, high levels of Cas9 were expressed exclusively in heart cardiomyocytes. The investigators then intraperitoneally injected sgRNA targeting Myh6 loaded in an adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector, subsequently inducing cardiac-specific gene modification at the Myh6 locus, finally leading to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
It has been demonstrated in the whole-exome sequencing of a nuclear family that three missense variants of a single nucleotide in the MKL2, MYH7, and NKX2-5 genes pass on to three offspring with cardiomyopathy with childhood onset. 88 Gifford et al. 89 adopted CRISPR/Cas9 to establish a mouse model that encodes orthologous variants and showed that the complex of heterozygosity of all three variants reproduced the phenotype of human disease. An analysis of mouse heart and human induced pluripotent stem-cell-derived cardiomyocytes provides histological and molecular evidence for the contribution of the NKX2-5 variant as a genetic modifier.
Porcine models resemble human conditions by physiology, anatomy, and genetics and are often considered ideal models for human cardiovascular structure research. Yang et al. 90 applied ZFN technology with nuclear transfer in somatic cells to generate endogenous gene knockout pigs, which have a specific mutation in peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PARP-γ). Marfan syndrome (MFS) is an autosomal dominant disease caused by a mutation of heterozygous fibrillin-1 (FBN1) and presents cardiovascular symptoms and skeletal abnormalities. By the same principle, Umeyama et al. 91 accomplished the establishment of FBN1 mutant cloned pigs (+Glu433AsnfsX98), which exhibited phenotypes similar to those of humans with MFS, such as scoliosis, funnel chest, delayed epiphysis mineralization, and the destruction of elastic fiber structure in the medial aortic tissue.
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and CRISPR/Cas9 technology can also be combined to generate a congenital heart disease model associated with GATA4 mutations in vitro to investigate the pathogenesis of this gene mutation. 92, 93 Using Barth syndrome (BTHS) iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) and genome editing, Wang and colleagues demonstrated that TAZ mutation is associated with myocardial metabolism and structural and functional abnormalities. 93 These findings indicate the value of genetically edited animals as models for research on the pathogenesis of CVD and provide new insights into treatment strategies.
By genome editing techniques, potential therapeutic methods of repairing disease-causing mutations or of knocking out specific genes as CVD prevention approaches have also received widespread attention. For example, long QT syndrome (LQTS) is an autosomal dominant congenital heart disease. Hybrid mutations in multiple genes may lead to LQTS, some of which have relatively clear mutation sites with known molecular functions, such as hERG gene mutations in the pore-forming subunit alpha protein that encodes the potassium voltage-gated channel. The hERG gene mainly expresses and functions in cells of the myocardium and smooth muscle, and its mutation can cause fatal ventricular arrhythmia. 94 Repairing hERG gene mutations in cardiomyocytes using CRISPR technology may be an effective strategy to treat such LQTS.
Previous studies have noted that nonsense mutation carriers of the proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) gene have significantly decreased levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) in their blood compared with normal subjects (an allelic mutation corresponds to a 30 to 40% reduction). 95 The blood level of triglyceride (TG) in subjects with nonsense mutations in the apolipoprotein C3 (APOC3) gene was significantly lower than that in unaffected people (an allelic mutation corresponds to a 40% decrease). 96 The incidence of heart disease in both carriers was lower than that in unaffected subjects by more than 80%, suggesting that the inhibition of PCSK9 and APOC3 gene expression can be used as a potential treatment for cardiovascular disease. Since these two genes are mainly expressed in liver cells, one idea is to directly introduce nonsense mutations to APOC3 or PCSK9 genes in liver cells through genome editing technology, thus fundamentally inhibiting protein synthesis and achieving long-term stable therapeutic effects. 97, 98 PRKAG2 cardiac syndrome is an autosomal dominant disease induced by a mutation in the PRKAG2 gene encoding the AMPactivated protein kinase γ2 regulatory subunit. A recent study suggests that the selective destruction of pathogenic mutations through CRISPR/Cas9 technology in vivo is a competent strategy to treat PRKAG2 heart syndrome and other dominant hereditary heart conditions. 99 
Metabolic diseases
Metabolic diseases refer to the pathological state in which the body's protein, fat, carbohydrates, etc. are metabolically disordered. Metabolic diseases include a group of syndromes that are caused by both genetic factors and the environment. 100 Gene editing technology can be applied in functional gene screening, gene therapy and the construction of metabolic disease models, such as obesity, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia. Leptin (Lep) is a hormone secreted by white fat cells that acts on the metabolic regulation center of the hypothalamus through the leptin receptor (LepR). 101 It has diverse functions, including appetite suppression, energy intake reduction, and fat synthesis inhibition, and can regulate blood sugar concentration, neuroendocrine, etc. A number of animal models have been developed to illustrate the important role of Lep/LepR in glycolipid metabolism, and the most widely used are ob/ob mice against Lep and db/db mice against LepR. 102 Chen and colleagues injected TALEN components into rat zygotes to specifically knockout LepR, thus obtaining three lines of rats with LepR mutations. 103 Phenotypes in these strains manifested as obesity and other metabolic disorders; additionally, the authors established a LepR mutant obese rat model, exhibiting efficient germline transmission. Bao et al. 104 successfully established LepR knockout mice using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Homozygous LepR-deficient mice are characterized by obesity, hyperphagia, hyperglycemia, insulin resistance, and lipid metabolism disorders, together with some complications of diabetes. The same principle has been used to generate the cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2E1 knockout rat model with CRISPR/Cas9 technology to explore the role of the CYP2E1 gene in biochemical metabolism, toxicology, and diseases (e.g., diabetes and alcoholic cirrhosis). 105 The FTO allele is associated with obesity, which inhibits the mitochondrial thermogenic effects in adipose precursor cells. FTO gene mutations inhibit the conversion of white fat to brown fat. The FTO gene-regulated thermogenic pathway involves ARID5B, rs1421085, IRX3, and IRX5 factors. rs1421085 can be edited using the CRISPR/Cas9 platform to repair the pattern structure of ARID5B, thereby suppressing the expression of IRX3 and IRX5 and achieving the effect of weight loss. 106 As an important "experimental tool", the animal model of diabetes can be used for pathological observation, preclinical experiments and drug screening. In a study based on CRISPR/Cas9 technology, pX330 (containing gRNA and Cas9 sequences together with the donor DNA plasmid) was injected into the oocyte to generate new Cre tool mice and achieve the genetic manipulation of pancreatic β cells. 107 The Ins1 (insulin gene) promoter and stop codon sequences served as targets for recombinase Cre insertion. Progeny F1 mice were histologically labeled as Cre-loxP recombination, which was observed in all islets expressing insulin-positive cells and negatively expressed in other tissues. There was no significant difference in glucose tolerance between these genetically edited mice and wild-type mice.
Applying CRISPR/Cas9 technology in human iPSCs to target diabetes-related genes has become a promising approach to explore the molecular mechanisms of diabetes. For example, human iPSCs are isolated from single-gene diabetic MODY patients, and possible mutations in genes such as HNF4A, GCK, PDX-1, and INS are edited by CRISPR; the edited iPSCs then differentiate into pancreatic progenitor cells and are later transplanted into patients. 108 In addition, gene editing tools can also structurally modify proteins that promote chromatin structural variation, such as methylase, demethylase, acetylase or deacetylase, to treat diabetes epigenetically. 109 Gene editing technology is also critically involved in the study of lipid metabolism. 110 cAMP responsive element binding protein 3-like 3 (CREB3L3), a transcription factor expressed in the liver and small intestine, controls the energy metabolic equilibrium in fasting response. Nakagawa et al. 111 used the one-step CRISPR/ Cas9 system to establish the CREB3L3-floxed murine model for the first time and subsequently obtained mice that were knocked out of the CREB3L3 gene in the small intestine and liver, respectively. The evidence above provides a new understanding of the role of CREB3L3 in plasma triglyceride metabolism and its contribution to liver and intestinal cholesterol metabolism. Familial hypercholesterolemia is an autosomal single-gene dominant disease correlated with a defect in the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) gene, which causes a disorder of the body's lipid metabolism. In 2012, Carlson et al. 112 used TALEN technology to target LDLR in porcine fetal fibroblasts and obtained miniature swine containing mono-and biallelic mutations in LDLR, thus generating models of familial hypercholesterolemia, which came with critical biomedical significance in simulating lipid metabolic syndrome. Recent genome-wide association studies have identified tribble homolog 1 (TRIB1) to be associated with lipoprotein metabolism in human hepatocytes. Hepatic-specific overexpression of Trib1 reduced plasma TG and cholesterol levels by reducing the production of VLDL; in contrast, Trib1-knockout mice showed elevated plasma TG and cholesterol levels due to the increased production of VLDL. 113 To further explore its regulation of lipid metabolism, Nagiec et al. 114 induced the destruction of the chromosome at the TRIB1 locus by delivering the CRISPR/Cas9 system into mouse liver via a nonpathogenic AAV, which increased the transcription of PCKS9 and the secretion of PCKS9 protein; these responses ultimately reduced the level of liver LDL receptors and increased the level of LDL-C in the blood.
Neurodegenerative diseases
Neurodegenerative diseases (NDs), at least including Huntington's disease (HD), Alzheimer's disease (AD), and Parkinson's disease (PD), are a group of conditions that have attracted the most concern because there have been no specific diagnostic approaches or established treatments for them. 115, 116 There are a few potential pathogenic mechanisms behind NDs, including the accumulation of proteins with abnormal structures, 117 impaired ubiquitin-proteasome and/or autophagic lysosomal pathways, 118 oxidative stress 119 and circuit alternations 120 , etc. These mechanisms indicate that NDs are induced by complicated interactions of multiple genetic factors; either alone or in combination, the interactions lead to clinical features. The emergence of gene editing platforms provides a convenient approach to study gene functions related to NDs. 121 In HD, in vitro investigations demonstrated that via ZFNs, chromosomal expression of the mutant huntingtin (HTT) gene was significantly reduced at both the protein and mRNA levels; in vivo studies revealed that via striatal AAV delivery into the HD R6/2 mice, ZFNs extensively suppressed cerebral expression of the HTT gene and ameliorated HD-related symptoms. 122 Additionally, the HTT exon 1 in human iPSCs derived from fibroblasts of HD patients (HD-iPSCs) can be corrected by TALENs. 123, 124 To better understand the pathogenesis of HD, Yan et al. 125 adopted CRISPR/ Cas9 to establish a genome-edited porcine model of HD in 2018, which internally expressed full-length mutant HTT. As a promising breakthrough in the field of NDs, the development of HTT gene knock-in pigs would be of great significance for pathogenesis research and therapy exploration in Huntington disease.
Mutations in the gene encoding amyloid precursor protein (APP) cause familial AD with nearly complete penetrance. 126 Mouse fibroblast cells overexpress APP by receiving electroporated ZFNs designed with a DNA fragment containing the promoter and the protein coding regions of APP. These transgenic cells can be used to elucidate aspects of the molecular mechanisms of AD pathogenesis, particularly those involved in the mutant amyloidogenic pathway affecting the APP coding sequence. 127 The A673V variant near the APP β-secretase cleavage site contributes to AD pathology by increasing Aβ and enhancing its aggregation as well as toxicity; 128 by contrast, the A673T variant, which is adjacent to the aspartyl protease β-site in APP, provides protection against AD progression. 129 When A673V and A673T were induced in normal iPSCs by TALEN technology, these cells differentiated and formed cortical neurons, presenting with different levels of AD-associated biomarkers. 130 In addition, through a gene editing platform based on single-stranded oligonucleotide DNA nucleotides and CRISPR/CAS-blocking mutations, Paquet et al. 131 generated human iPSCs with dominant ADcausing mutations in APP and presenilin 1 (PSEN1), both heterozygous and homozygous, leading to early disease onset; thereby, they yielded cortical neurons, which showed genotypedependent phenotypes associated with AD. Apolipoprotein E4 (APOE4) is a genetic risk factor for late-onset AD, while ApoE2, which differs from APOE4 by only two bases (two C bases in APOE4, corresponding to two U bases in APOE2), is not a risk factor for AD. Zhang and his team introduced APOE4 RNA related to disease risk into cells and successfully changed the APOE4 to APOE2 sequence through the RESCUE (RNA Editing for Specific C to U Exchange) editing system by changing two C bases in APOE4, which is equivalent to converting the disease risk of the AD highrisk population carrying the APOE4 gene to zero. 132 Alpha-synuclein (SNCA) and leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) are associated with autosomal dominant PD, whereas another group of genes are associated with autosomal-recessive PD, including parkin, phosphatase and tensin homolog-induced kinase 1 (PINK1), DJ-1, and ATPase type 13A2 (ATP13A2). 133 The missense mutation of SNCA and LRRK2 genes can be corrected by ZFNs in vitro. After correction, the mtDNA damage disappeared in differentiated neural progenitor and neural cells derived from iPSCs. 134, 135 Additionally, Soldner et al. 136 combined genome-wide epigenetic information with CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing to generate a genetically precisely controlled experimental system in human iPSCs. This system has identified PD-associated risk variants in noncoding distal enhancer elements that regulate SNCA expression; it has also confirmed that the transcriptional disorder of SNCA is related to sequence-dependent binding of the brain-specific transcription factors EMX2 and NKX6-1. These results suggest that gene editing techniques can generate specific ND animal models for further exploration into human diseases, and they are potentially capable of offering a robust therapeutic approach against multiple human genetic defects that have been considered incurable.
Viral diseases
Gene editing platforms have emerged recently as antiviral therapeutics for treating infectious diseases, either by altering the host genes required by the virus or by targeting the viral genes necessary for replication. 137 To date, genome editing-based HIV therapy has involved modifying infection-related genes to produce HIV-resistant CD4+ T cells and subsequently reinfusing the edited cells into patients. In 2008, the anti-HIV efficacy of the ZFN system was first presented in preclinical studies by adopting primary human CD4+ T cells. 138 Approximately 50% of the CCR5 alleles were disrupted with ZFN, which was delivered by the chimeric Ad5/F35 adenoviral vector. HIV-infected mice transfused with ZFN-modified CD4+ T cells also better preserved their original CD4+ T cells and had lower viral loads than nontransfused mice. In 2009, a patient was functionally cured of HIV infection by transplanting allogeneic stem cells from a donor with a homozygous CCR5 d32 allele, 139 suggesting that it is feasible to obtain resistance to HIV by mimicking natural homozygous CCR5 d32 mutations with genome editing technologies. In addition, engineering CD34+ HSPCs instead of CD4+ T cells with the CCR5 ZFN pair provides a durable source of modified cells and protects the CD4+ myeloid cells that are susceptible to HIV-1 as well. 140 Further in vivo experiments showed that mice transplanted with ZFN-modified HSPCs experienced rapid selection for CCR5(-/-) cells, which had obviously lower levels of HIV-1 than the control group and maintained human cells throughout their tissues. The disruption of C-X-C chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) is also under exploration as a strategy for patients who harbor CXCR4-tropic HIV-1. 141 Simultaneous genetic inactivation of both CCR5 and CXCR4 in human CD4+ T cells by ZFNs confers protection against viruses that exclusively use the targeted coreceptor. 142 Nuclease platforms based on TALEN 143 and CRISPR/Cas9 [144] [145] [146] are also being applied to disrupt CCR5 in T cells and HSPCs. Laboratory results from Ebina and Hu et al. 144, 147 showed that CRISPR/Cas9 not only could specifically eradicate latent HIV infection but also could prevent new HIV infection. Similarly, Hendel et al. 146 recently demonstrated that the codelivery of chemically modified CCR5 sgRNA with Cas9 mRNA/protein enhanced the genome editing efficiency of human primary CD4+ T cells and CD34+ HSPCs, with no DNA delivery-associated toxicity.
The sustained expression of high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) oncogenes E6 and E7 is implicated in malignant transformation and is strongly associated with cervical cancer. 148 The targeted mutagenesis of those high-risk HPV genes by gene editing tools may be a potential genetic therapy and may reverse cervical cancer in situ. Ding et al. 149 constructed a ZFN that could specifically recognize and cleave HPV16/18 E7 DNA. In their study, ZFN-mediated HPV16/18 E7 DNA disruption directly decreased the expression of E7, which resulted in efficient growth inhibition and type-specific apoptosis in HPV16/18-positive cervical cancer cells in vitro. When different plasmid-encoded zinc-finger modules were introduced in vivo, the therapeutic effects of ZFNs were further confirmed, inhibiting tumor growth in mice bearing cervical cancer cells. Similar results in another study showed that using ZFNs to target HPV E7 induced specific shear of the E7 gene and attenuated its malignant biological effect. 150 Wayengera et al. 151 computationally generated paired zinc-finger arrays (pZFAs) to target and cleave the genomic DNA of HPV-type 16 and 18, respectively. The authors highlighted the therapeutic effect of ZFN-mediated gene disruption in HPV 16/18, which was achieved when HPV-derived viral plasmids or vectors were introduced into precancerous lesions to realize targeted mutagenesis and gene-therapeutic reversal of cervical neoplasia. Additionally, the combined treatment of ZFNs with two chemotherapeutic drugs (cisplatin and trichostatin A) increased the apoptotic rate by approximately two times more than that of ZFNs used alone in HPV16/18-positive cervical cancer cells. Both chemotherapeutic drugs coordinated with ZFNs to downregulate HPV16/18 E7 expression while elevating retinoblastoma 1 (RB1) expression. 150 TALEN-mediated targeting of HPV oncogenes E6 and E7 within host DNA resulted in restoration of the host tumor suppressors p53 and RB1, which not only reduced tumorigenicity in HPVpositive cell lines but also ameliorated HPV-related cervical malignancy in transgenic mouse models. 152 Furthermore, CRISPR-Cas9/HPV16 E6/E7 sensitized cervical cancer cells to cisplatin, indicating the potential of application in cervical cancer therapy. 153 Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is the most important pathogen of liver disease. Cotransfection of engineered ZFN pairs with a target plasmid containing the HBV genome results in specific cleavage. 154 Rananan et al. 155 designed and screened an efficient gRNA targeting the HBV genomic locus and transmitted the sgRNA/Cas9 system by lentiviral vector to HepG2 cells that were integrated with HBV. Finally, the amount of covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) gradually decreased, dropping by 92% on the 36th day; HBV gene expression and replication were also inhibited. One study also attempted to knock out Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-related genes using CRISPR/cas9 technology to treat latent infections caused by EBV. 156 They used a plasmid containing CRISPR/cas9 to treat Raji cells isolated from Burkitt's lymphoma with EBV latent infection; then, they found that cell proliferation was significantly inhibited and intracellular EBV load was significantly reduced.
Genomic editing technology allows us to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying variant diseases associated with viral infection and demonstrates tremendous potential in the development of therapeutic approaches against viral infections, which represent some of the most intractable diseases.
Hereditary eye diseases
In recent years, with the advancement of gene sequencing technology, it is more explicit to make the genetic diagnosis of a variety of hereditary eye diseases, such as congenital cataract, congenital glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa (RP), congenital corneal dystrophy, Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA), retinoblastoma (RB), and Usher syndrome. 157 CRISPR/Cas9 has already been used to generate animal models of RP. Receptor expression enhancer protein 6 (REEP6), a member of the REEP/Yop1 family of proteins, influences the structure of the endoplasmic reticulum. 158 Arno et al. reported that biallelic mutations in REEP6 cause autosomal-recessive retinitis pigmentosa. 159 They identified variants in REEP6 in patients with RP from unrelated families. Moreover, they created a knock-in mouse model of Reep6 p.Leu135Pro via CRISPR/Cas9. The clinical phenotypes of RP were replicated in the Reep6L135P/L135P homozygous knock-in mice, such as developing photoreceptor degeneration and dysfunction of the rod photoreceptors, which provides a better animal model for future studies of RP. The rodless (rd1) mouse, the most vastly used preclinical model of RP, has been aggressively debated for nearly a century after its occurrence because the cause of the blinding RP phenotype remains undetermined. The rd1 mouse has two homozygous variants in the Pde6b locus of chromosome 5: a nonsense mutation (Y347X) and a murine leukemia virus (Xmv-28) insertion in the reverse orientation in intron 1. 160, 161 Wu et al. repaired the nonsense point mutation via CRISPR/Cas9 to rescue and ameliorate the disease, demonstrating that the Y347X mutation in rd1 mice is pathogenic. 162 Another animal model of RP, the transgenic S334ter-3 rat, possesses the mutation RhoS334, which shows similar phenotypes to human class I RHO mistracking mutations, leading to a continual degeneration of photoreceptors and vision decline. 163, 164 The protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence in RhoS334 (5′-TGG-3′) diverges from the PAM in RhoWT (5′-TGC-3′) by only one nucleotide. Benjamin et al. reported that an allele-specific disruption of RhoS334 via a single subretinal injection of CRISPR/Cas9 and gRNA by electroporation prevented retinal degeneration and increased visual acuity. 165 Additionally, Latella et al. successfully edited the human rhodopsin (RHO) gene by the electroporation of plasmid-based CRISPR/Cas9 in a P23H transgenic mouse model for autosomal dominant RP and confirmed its efficacy as a genetic engineering tool in photoreceptor cells, 166 which strongly demonstrates that the CRISPR/ Cas9 system is an efficient and promising therapeutic tool for retinal degeneration, such as RP. Suzuki et al. also determined a CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homology-independent targeted integration (HITI) strategy and demonstrated its efficacy in ameliorating visual function in a rat model of RP. 167 HITI is a targeted integration mediated by NHEJ, and this study is the first time that HITI could play a role in nonmitotic cells. The advantage of HITI technology is that it can be applied to any targeted genome engineering system, not just CRISPR/Cas9.
The combination of CRISPR/Cas9 technology and other methods provides new avenues for the treatment of related eye diseases, such as treatment with AAV and iPSCs. Bassuk et al. first reported that CRISPR/Cas9 precisely repairs retinitis pigmentosa GTPase regulator (RPGF) point mutations, which cause X-linked RP in patient-specific iPSCs; this supports that combining gene editing with autologous iPSCs could be a personalized iPSC transplantation strategy for therapies of various retinal degenerations. 168 Similarly, Deng et al. found that iPSC-derived retinal organoids from three RP patients with different frameshift mutations in the RPGR gene have significant defects in photoreceptors, including defects in their morphology, localization, and electrophysiological activity. The correction of an RPGR mutation via CRISPR/Cas9 reverses ciliopathy and rescues photoreceptor loss, which indicates that CRISPR/Cas9 can serve as an adopted mutation repair strategy. 169 LCA is a congenital retinal dystrophy that causes significant vision loss at an early age. 170 To verify that mutation in human KCNJ13 causes LCA, Zhong et al. employed CRISPR/Cas9 to create Kcnj13 mutant mice by zygote injection with sgRNA and spCas9 mRNA. Kcnj13 mutant mice showed a declined response to light, a loss of photoreceptors and rhodopsin mislocalization, revealing that the loss of Kcnj13 function could mimic human LCA phenotypes in mice. 171 As demonstrated by Zhong et al., CRISPR/Cas9 could accelerate the study of candidate gene function in biology and disease. 171 The centrosomal protein 290 kDa (CEP290) gene, the most frequent mutation in LCA, causes the most common subtype of LCA, which is referred to as LCA10. However, the large size of CEP290 exceeding the capacity of AAV delivery prevents the use of this delivery platform. To overcome this capacity limitation, Ruan et al. used dual recombinant AAV vectors to induce the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion of a specific intronic fragment of the Cep290 gene in mouse photoreceptors. 172 Additionally, using a smaller S. aureus CRISPR/Cas9 system enables a single AAV vector to deliver the Cas9 gene and two gRNAs, which performs a dual-cut excision of the CEP290 mutation-containing region in primary fibroblasts from LCA10 patients. 164 Recently, Maeder et al. developed a candidate genome editing therapy named EDIT-101 to restore vision loss in LCA10. 173 They delivered the Staphylococcus aureus Cas9 and CEP290 gRNA to the photoreceptor via an AAV5 vector. Humanized CEP290 mice showed rapid and continuing CEP290 gene editing after subretinal delivery of EDIT-101. These extraordinary studies provide a roadmap for the preclinical advance of gene therapy for LCA10.
RB is the most common pediatric eye tumor of the developing retina. 174 Approximately one-third of RB cases are caused by biallelic RB1 mutation or deletion. Solin SL et al. reported that using TALEN gene editing to inactivate somatic rb1 in adult zebrafish induced tumorigenesis at high frequency. 175 A highly penetrant and rapid RB preclinical model was reported by Naert et al., utilizing the CRISPR/Cas9 system to induce the knockout of rb1 and retinoblastoma-like 1 (rbl1) in Xenopus tropicalis. 176 The animal model showed rapid development of RB, and it will be a good model for early stage drug discovery and rapid therapeutic target identification. Jian Tu et al. generated a pluripotent H1 human embryonic stem cell line with RB1 heterozygous knockout by CRISPR/Cas9 nickase, which provides a valuable cell resource for the study of hereditary retinoblastoma. 177 Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide and is characterized by elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). 178 Gain-of-function mutations in myocilin (MYOC) have been reported to commonly cause primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG). [179] [180] [181] The accumulation of mutated myocilin inside cells leads to the activation of the unfolded protein response (UPR) cascade and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress in the trabecular meshwork (TM). 182, 183 TM cells are sensitive to chronic ER stress and finally die, resulting in increased IOP and glaucoma. 184, 185 Jain et al. knocked down the expression of mutant MYOC in a mouse model of POAG by CRISPR/Cas9, resulting in the reduction of ER stress, lower IOP, and the preventability of further glaucomatous damage in mouse eyes. 186 Importantly, they also demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing CRISPR/Cas9 in human eyes with glaucoma. A dominantnegative mutation in KRT12, 187 which causes Meesmann epithelial corneal dystrophy (MECD), results in the occurrence of a novel Streptococcus pyogenes PAM. Courtney et al. designed a sgRNA complementary to the sequence adjacent to this PAM and found that this sgRNA has a large effect on the decrease in mRNA and protein of KRT12 in vitro. 188 The injection of combined Cas9/ sgRNA into the corneal stroma of a humanized MECE mouse model showed frame-shifting deletions of the mutated KRT12 allele. This study is the first to demonstrate the in vivo allelespecific CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing of a novel PAM created by a heterozygous disease-causing SNP. 188 Hematological diseases Nearly half of hemophilia A cases are caused by the inaccurate expression of factor VIII (F VIII) due to inversion of the chromosome. 189 In one study, iPSCs were derived from somatic cells of hemophilia A patients induced by chromosome inversion, and the F VIII gene of iPSCs was modified by CRISPR/Cas9 technology. 190 The modified iPSCs were induced to differentiate into mature endothelial cells capable of expressing factor VIII and then transplanted into hemophilia mice lacking factor VIII. The results showed that the transplanted mice began to produce factor VIII, which effectively inhibited bleeding symptoms. Hemophilia B is caused by a deficiency in factor IX (F IX). Coagulation activity can be restored by increasing FIX in plasma. Guan et al. 191 found that the F9 gene carries a new mutation, Y371D, in a family of hemophilia B patients, which leads to a more severe hemophilia B phenotype than the previously discovered Y371S mutation. They used naked DNA constructs and adenoviral vectors to deliver Cas9 to adult F9 Y371D mutant mice. After treatment, it was found that when adenovirus was used as a vector to deliver cas9, although the mutation gene was highly efficiently repaired, hepatotoxicity was severe. However, Cas9 with a naked DNA structure successfully repaired more than 0.56% of F9 alleles in hepatocytes in hemophilia B mice, enough to restore hemostasis. CRISPR technology also provides a quick path to build hemophilia models. Researchers from the Institute of Zoology in the Chinese Academy of Sciences injected the CRISPR/Cas9 system targeting vwF (vascular hemophilia mutant gene) into the fertilized eggs of miniature pigs and obtained the double allele mutant mini-pig quickly and efficiently. These miniature pigs have severe coagulopathy, indicating the successful construction of a miniature pig model of von Willebrand disease by CRISPR technology. 192 Sickle anemia is the first genetic disease with a clearly understood pathogenesis. A single nucleotide mutation from A to T in the first exon of human β-globin results in a lesion. 193 In 2016, a Stanford University team reported on the use of CRISPR/ Cas9 technology to repair β-globin gene (HBB) mutations in patient-derived HSCs in vitro. 194 After the modified iPSCs differentiated into red blood cells, normal HBB mRNA could be detected. This preclinical experiment provided theoretical support for gene editing technology in the treatment of sickle anemia. The CRISPR/Cas9 system has also been used to correct β thalassemiacausing mutations in the HBB. 195 Using CRISPR/Cas9 technology to direct the calibrated DNA sequence to the HBB mutation site, it was possible to correct two different β-thalassemia mutations in the HBB gene of patient iPSCs by HR.
Other hereditary diseases Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common form of muscular dystrophy caused by mutations of the DMD gene. 196 Current X-linked muscular dystrophy (mdx) mice can only partially mimic human disease conditions. Their small size, limited chronic muscle damage and muscle weakness also impose limitations on disease research and analysis. Therefore, larger animals such as rats, rabbits or pigs are more valuable for preclinical studies. Larcher et al. 197 generated Dmd mdx rats by targeting exon 23 of DMD with TALENs. These edited rats showed a significant reduction in muscle strength and decreased spontaneous motor activity. Sui's team generated DMD knockout rabbits by coinjecting Cas9 mRNA and sgRNA into rabbit zygotes targeting exon 51 of DMD. These rabbits harbored the typical phenotypes of DMD, and the pathological features in the diaphragm and heart were similar to those of DMD patients. 198 In addition, the monkey dystrophin gene was targeted using CRISPR/Cas9 to create mutations that cause DMD. The detection of the relative targeting rate showed that CRISPR/Cas9 could result in mosaic mutations in up to 87% of the dystrophin alleles in monkey muscle. 199, 200 Notably, three groups of researchers have recently described the use of CRISPR/Cas9 to remove mutations in the DMD gene encoding dystrophin, which affects protein expression. [201] [202] [203] The investigators used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to excise the mutant portion of DMD in the mdx mouse model, thereby synthesizing a shorter version of dystrophin protein in the muscle fibers and restoring partial muscle function. This provided a promising method for correcting disease-causing mutations in the muscle tissue of patients.
Patients with primary immunodeficiencies lack a part of their immune system or have immune system dysfunction, and they can be treated with allogeneic HSC transplantation. 204 This may be a high-risk process when leukocyte antigen-matched donors lack tissue compatibility. Correcting a patient's own HSCs through gene therapy provides an attractive option. HSCs can also be used in situ to correct pathogenic mutations and to develop cell or animal models to study the pathogenic effects of specific genetic defects found in immunodeficient patients. As the most severe immunodeficiency, severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) is caused by a mutation in the gene encoding the interleukin 2 receptor gamma (IL2RG), which results in the developmental arrest of T cell production and additional primary or secondary defects in B cells. Several research teams have successfully used ZFN and TALEN techniques to induce HDR at the IL2RG locus in various human cell types, including HSCs and embryonic stem cells (ESCs). [205] [206] [207] Other studies have utilized endonucleases to generate different kinds of immunodeficient animal models that were previously unable to be established due to a lack of effective genetic modification. [207] [208] [209] [210] As a result of engineered nucleasemediated editing of genomic modifications, other animal disease models have been developed, simulating Rett syndrome, 211 hereditary deafness, 212 Wilson disease, 213 Laron syndrome, 214 Niemann-Pick disease, 215 Netherton syndrome, 216 and so on. Advances in genome editing technologies will further expand the application of animal models in disease mechanism research and treatment development.
FUTURE APPLICATION PROSPECTS Genome editing in cancer immunotherapy
Recently, cancer immunotherapy has stimulated great interest, with its goal to harness the patient's own immune system against tumor cells. 217 One promising area in immunotherapy is the application of genetically engineered T cells, known as chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells, which allow the targeting of tumor-associated antigens and could enhance the therapy response. 218, 219 The preparation of functional CAR T cells requires several key steps ( Fig. 3) : first, the patient's white blood cells are collected, and the patient's T cells are isolated via leukapheresis, after which T cells are reengineered and modified with tumorantigen-specific receptors and costimulating molecules; next, a CAR-containing viral vector is transduced into the modified T cells, followed by the amplification of the CAR-expressing T cells and then infusion of the cells into the patient. CARs are synthetic receptors that typically contain the following parts: an antibodyderived targeting ectodomain that recognizes tumor antigens; a costimulatory molecule region that can bind to receptors such as CD28, 4-1BB, or CD278; 220 and a T cell signaling domain. After binding to a particular antigen, the CAR can transmit signals and activate modified T cells. The independence of CAR recognition endows genetically engineered CAR T cells with a fundamental antitumor advantage by avoiding the limitation traditionally conferred by the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). 221 However, due to the complexity of the manufacturing process, the limited selection of target antigens and the insufficient antitumor responses to solid tumors, the applicability of this transformative product is highly limited. Over the past few years, flexible gene editing technologies have become significant engineering tools to address these limitations and further improve CAR T designs.
The development of allogeneic CAR T cell therapy would simplify and solve some challenges in the process of manufacturing autologous CAR T cells. 222 The endogenous αβ T cell receptor (TCR) is responsible for major and minor histocompatibility antigen recognition. By genetically disrupting various parts of the αβ TCR complex and/or the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I loci of allogeneic T cells, it is possible to create a universal cellular therapy product that confers a wider range of application capability with minimal related adverse effects, including graftversus-host disease (GVHD). In 2012, Torikai et al. used engineered ZFNs to eliminate the expression of α or β chains in endogenous TCRs, leading to the loss of TCR function in CD19 CAR T-cells. 223 These modified T cells did not respond to TCR-specific stimuli but retained the ability to recognize and target CD19, leading to the generation of universal allogeneic tumor-associated antigenspecific CAR T cells. With the same approach, the selective elimination of HLA expression was achieved in CD19-specific T cells and in embryonic stem cells, which increased the applicability of this strategy by avoiding the infusion of HLAdisparate immune cells. 224 Similar work was also performed by Poirot et al. using TALEN-mediated editing in 2015. By the application of TALEN-mediated gene editing, the expression of αβ TCR was inactivated, eliminating the possibility of T cell responses to allogeneic antigens and GVHD. 74 The beneficial role of TCRdepleted CD19 CAR T cells in evading GVHD has recently been validated in two infant patients with relapsed refractory CD19+ B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia, leading to successful molecular remissions within 4 weeks. 225 In addition, the target of the lymphocytic depleting monoclonal antibody alemtuzumab, CD52, a human glycoprotein found on the surface of lymphocytes, was simultaneously disrupted by TALENs to eliminate the potential of any remaining alloreactive T cells and to promote the engraftment of cellular therapies. As a proof of application of this platform, TCR/CD52-deficient CAR T cells were administered concurrently with alemtuzumab and demonstrated antitumor activity in a lymphoma murine model similar to unmodified anti-CD19 CAR T cells, with resistance to alemtuzumab destruction. 226 The widespread use of gene editing techniques based on ZFNs and TALENs has been hampered by the requirement to design specific nuclease pairs for each new gene target. The development of the CRISPR/Cas9 system has successfully promoted multiple gene editing in CAR T cells in a faster and easier way. Using this technology, Liu et al. efficiently generated CAR T cells in which two (TRAC and B2M) or three genes (TRAC, B2M and PD-1) were simultaneously disrupted and tested their antitumor function in vitro and in vivo. 227 To target the first exon of TRAC and B2M, they designed four sgRNAs. To target the first exon of PD-1, two sgRNAs were designed, and one published sgRNA was tested. Finally, double-knockout (B2M and TRAC) T cells were induced with high efficiency, yet in triple-knockout (B2M, TRAC and PD-1) T cells, only 64.7% of the clones of the PD-1 PCR products were mutants, which implies that PD-1 expression might be downregulated during T cell expansion. More importantly, the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated multiplex gene-edited CAR T cells maintained CD19-specific antitumor function in a lymphoma xenograft mouse model, suggesting that they are promising reagents for cancer treatment. In another interesting study, 228 the efficient double knockout of endogenous TCR and HLA class I molecules was achieved by a one-shot CRISPR protocol that incorporated multiple gRNAs into a CAR lentiviral vector to generate allogeneic universal CAR T cells. In this study, CRISPR/Cas9 mediated the simultaneous knockout of four loci of the T cell surface receptors PD-1 and CTLA-4 and successfully generated allogeneic universal T cells. More recently, the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated generation of CAR T cells that specifically disrupt inhibitory immune receptors such as T cell membrane protein-3 (TIM-3), 229 adenosine 2a receptor (A2aR) 230 and lymphocyte-activation protein 3 (LAG-3) 231 have shown a better percentage of complete remission in xenograft mouse models by increasing the secretion of antitumor-related cytokines (such as IFN-g, GM-CSF and MIP-1b). These factors may be involved in CAR T cell exhaustion and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) dysfunction, as the combination of checkpoint inhibitors with CAR T cells may result in the enhanced antitumor efficacy of AML and other hematological malignancies.
Taken together, these results suggest that genome editing could serve as a good platform for generating "universal" CAR T cells and can be applied to the large-scale production of healthy "off-the-shelf" T cells against multiple targets.
Screening for functional genes
The concept of precision medicine has led to the development of many targeted drugs for the treatment of different diseases. For example, targeted drugs designed for known carcinogenic sites will specifically bind to carcinogenic components (gene fragment or protein) and induce the apoptosis of tumor cells without affecting normal tissue cells. However, one obvious drawback of this molecular targeting therapy is that a certain mutation or gene expression alteration is necessary for patients to respond to the targeted drug; otherwise, drug resistance persists. Based on CRISPR/Cas9 technology, scientists have established mammalian genome-wide mutation libraries or libraries of gene mutations associated with certain functions, which are related to screening phenotypes through functional screening and subsequent PCR amplification and deep sequencing analysis. The entire process is called the CRISPR/Cas9 gRNA library screening technology. 232, 233 The gRNA library is an ideal tool for drug screening or the targeted screening of specific pathways. The establishment of gRNA libraries will play an important role in functional gene screening, disease mechanism research and drug development. Functional genome screening using the CRISPR system could reveal changes in gene expression after cancer drug therapy and help to investigate drug-gene interactions by adding small molecules as perturbations, thereby identifying novel targets for precise treatment and providing insights into disease development. 234, 235 One of the chief goals of pooled CRISPR/Cas9 unbiased screening in cancer research is to identify genotype-specific vulnerabilities, and AML was the first disease to be systematically analyzed with this technology. 236 Using this platform, the authors found several well-known potential targets for AML therapies, including BCL2, BRD4, MEN1, and DOT1L, by studying five commonly used AML cell lines and two solid tumor cell lines as controls. Since then, large-scale CRISPR/Cas9 screening has been performed to systematically discover essential genes in many cancer cell lines 237, 238 , and approximately 1500 essential genes have been identified, which is five times higher than the number of genes previously detected by shRNA screening. 239 Another successful example involved the use of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated loss-of-function screening to identify cancer metastasis-related genes. 240 In this study, a nonmetastatic lung cancer cell line was infected with the mouse genome-scale CRISPR knockout (mGeCKO) sgRNA library and subcutaneously transplanted into immunocompromised mice. After 6 weeks, enriched sgRNA sequencing was performed in mice with lung cancer metastasis, and several candidate genes related to lung metastasis were identified and verified, including the already known genes PTEN 241 , miR-345, 242 and miR-152 243 and several new genes, including Fga, Trim72 and Nf2. With a CRISPR-based strategy, another loss-of-function screening identified four candidate HCC suppressor genes that had not previously been associated with HCC (Nf1, Plxnb1, Flrt2, and B9d1). The authors also found that these suppressor genes were closely related to the RAS signaling pathway through the intervention of small molecule inhibitors. 244 A CRISPR-based double-knockout (CDKO) system has also been developed in K562 leukemia cells. The system uses dual sgRNA libraries to screen for combinatorial genes and identify pairs of synthetic lethal drug targets. 245 Recent landmark studies have demonstrated the power of CRISPR/Cas9 to discover long noncoding (lncRNA) loci. These studies applied CRISPRinterference (CRISPRi)-or CRISPR-activation (CRISPRa)-based libraries to screen for functional lncRNA loci that could modify cell proliferation 246, 247 and drug resistance 235, 248 . Generally, a comprehensive sgRNA library was designed to target the initiation site of lncRNA transcription, and then the library was transduced into different cell lines. Then, through sequence analysis, hundreds to thousands of lncRNAs promoting cell growth and drug resistance could be identified.
Depending on each mutation's individual effect, the simultaneous mutation of two genes can produce an unexpected phenotype that determines the potential functional relationship between genes. 249 This phenomenon, known as genetic interaction, has implications for the development of cancer therapeutics; for example, in cancers with loss-of-function mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2, an inhibitor of PARP1/2 (e.g., olaparib) could result in cell killing by simultaneously disrupting both genes. 250 The CRISPR/Cas9 system provides an effective strategy for identifying synergistic gene interactions to gain insights into the response of cancer to chemotherapy. A CRISPR-based double-knockout system combined with deep sequencing, phenotypic measurement and genetic analysis has identified interactions between the synergistic drug targets in K562 leukemia cells, such as BCL2L1 and MCL1. 245 Similarly, the double-knockout screening method was used to detect 73 tumor genes in pairs and found synthetic lethal interactions of many known (e.g., BRCA-PARP) and unknown genes, approximately 75% of which could be replicated using combinatorial drugs. 251 Combining pooled CRISPR screening with a perturbed drug could identify genes that synergize or confer resistance to the agent. 252 In one of the first pooled CRISPR Table 2 . Clinical trials of gene editing in the treatment of human diseases.
Platform
Disease applications Target  Edited cells  Delivery  Sample size Phase Trial number   ZFN  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4+ T cells  Adenovirus  12  I  NCT00842634  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4+ T cells  Adenovirus  19  I  NCT01044654  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4+ T cells  Adenovirus  21  I/II  NCT01252641  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4/CD8 T cells  Adenovirus  26  I  NCT01543152  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4/CD8 T cells  mRNA  12  I/II  NCT02225665  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4+ T cells  mRNA  14  I  NCT02388594  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4+ T cells  mRNA  30  I/II  NCT03666871  HIV-1 infection  CCR5  CD4+ T cells  mRNA  12  I  NCT03617198  HIV-1 screens, the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib was used to treat a genome-scale knockout library of melanoma cells and recovered genes conferring resistance to the drug. 253 Similar to the CDKO system, another simple and effective strategy for analyzing the function of combinatorial genes is CombiGEM-CRISPR (combinatorial genetics en masse-CRISPR). 232 It combines two pooled sgRNA libraries in one vector, and some genetic hits (such as KDM6B and BRD4) were discovered by this method. Disrupting these genes with the CombiGEM system demonstrated a stronger synergistic effect on the proliferation of tumor cells compared to previously reported small molecule inhibitors. Likewise, a series of CRISPR-based screening techniques has been performed to identify genes that regulate cellular response to specific drugs, such as TRAIL, 254 ATR, 255 or Ras 256 pathway inhibitors. Of note, an in vivo screening based on CRISPR/Cas9 has identified protein tyrosine phosphatase nonreceptor type 2 (PTPN2) as a novel target for cancer immunotherapy. 257 In the future, this innovative approach could also be used to develop personalized cancer therapies based on genotype-specific targets. 258 Gene diagnostic tools Cancer predisposition genes describe genes in which germline mutations result in an increased risk of cancer. 259 Identifying such sensitive genes through genetic diagnosis is critical for cancer prevention. However, low-frequency mutations are not easily identified by sequencing, and a CRISPR-based diagnostic system referred to as SHERLOCK (specific high sensitivity enzymatic reporter UnLOCKing) has been established to solve this problem. 260 Technically, the system consists of two important elements, the RNA-guided endonuclease Cas13a (another Cas family member) and the reporter signal. Cas13a exists as a key factor and effectively induces trans-cleavage of nonspecific singlestranded DNA (ssDNA). The reporter signal is released after RNA cleavage. This approach appeared to be a highly sensitive detection method when used to detect two cancer mutants, BRAF V600E and EGFR L858R. 57 Another system called DETECTR (DNA endonuclease-targeted CRISPR trans-reporter) has also been developed. 261 Cas12a acts like Cas13a in this system, and another enzyme, recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA), is used as a detection tool to screen for viral infections in cancer and to amplify microsamples. The system seemed to be a fast and inexpensive method for detecting HPV 16/18 in lung carcinomas. 262 In the study of breast cancer, the CRISPR nuclease-dead Cas9 (dCas9) system was fused to a DNA methyltransferase effector and infected healthy breast cells by lentivirus. Through this technology, researchers have discovered that the cyclindependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) gene was a key driver in carcinogenesis, which led to abnormally rapid cell division and might become an early diagnostic marker for breast cancer. 263 Additionally, CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing as well as overexpression experiments have also confirmed that the BRCA1-delta11q optional splice isoform is a primary factor in PARPi and cisplatin treatment resistance in breast cancer. 264 
APPLICATION OF GENE EDITING IN CLINICAL TRIALS
Genome editing, as an attractive and challenging therapeutic approach, can correct or eliminate mutations that lead to the development of cancer and other genetically driven diseases. So far, ex vivo genome editing has been the most widely used, that is, the genetic engineering of cells in vitro and then the modified cells are re-engrafted back to patients. In recent years, teams represented by China and the United States have conducted a series of clinical trials of gene editing, such as producing more effective CAR T cells for the treatment of cancer and the knockout of the erythroid specific enhancer of BCL11A to upregulate gamma globulin in autologous erythroid HSCs as a potential therapy for sickle cell disease and β-thalassemia (Table 2) .
Anticancer clinical trials
The gene editing clinical trial using the ZFN product GRm13Z40-2 for the treatment of stage III or IV malignant glioma patients (NCT01082926) was launched in 2010. The ZFN-mediated GRm13Z40-2, an allogeneic CD8+ cytolytic T cell line genetically modified to express the glucocorticoid-resistant IL13-zetakine, was delivered to tumor cells by intratumoral injection. In another phase I clinical trial (NCT02800369), ZFN agents (ZFN-603 and ZFN-758) were transfected into HPV-infected cervical epithelial cells to determine whether these agents could block the malignant progression of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and reduce the incidence of cervical cancer. To date, this study has finished the data collection phase. Only two studies using TALENs in CAR T cells have been reported. One study (NCT02808442) developed a portfolio of allogeneic, universal CAR T cells (UCART19) that target relapsed or refractory CD19-positive Bacute lymphoblastic leukemia. In this study, alloreactivity and alemtuzumab sensitivity were eliminated by disrupting the loci encoding TRAC and CD52. A similar concept is used to generate allogeneic TALEN-edited CAR T cells that target CD123 (UCART123) in AMLs and blastic plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasms (NCT03190278). Due to the simple design process and the ability to make multiple gene edits at one time, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has become an important tool in the development of cancer therapy. To date, eleven clinical trials have been carried out to assess the effectiveness of the CRISPR system in cancer therapy, seven of which are immunotherapies that target PD-1 protein expression. The first clinical trial using the revolutionary CRISPR/Cas9 technique for cancer treatment recruited its first patient in West China Hospital, Sichuan University in 2016. 265 In this nonrandomized, open-label phase I study (NCT02793856), the safety of ex vivo engineered PD-1 knockout T cells has been evaluated in the treatment for metastatic non-small cell lung cancer with progression after all standard treatments. In this trial, PD-1 expression was disabled by CRISPR/Cas9 in peripheral blood lymphocytes harvested from the enrolled patients. The edited lymphocytes were isolated, expanded and subsequently reinfused into the patients. Ongoing clinical trials apply the same concept of PD-1 knockout autologous T cells to treat other cancer types, including prostate cancer (NCT02867345), esophageal cancer (NCT03081715) and renal cell cancer (NCT02867332). These trials can be considered as the first proof-of-concept studies to apply the in vitro CRISPR/Cas9 gene knockout technique in cancer therapy. There are now studies combining PD-1 knockout with other targeted editing in therapy development, which may lead to improved efficacy for clinical application. One example is the addition of PD-1 knockout to Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-specific autologous T cells for the treatment of EBV-positive cancers, which is currently in phase I/II clinical trials (NCT03044743).
The elimination of endogenous TCR and PD-1 by CRISPR might enhance tumor rejection activity. Recently, the Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) of the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) approved a clinical trial to be piloted at the University of Pennsylvania. In this trial, PD-1 and the endogenous TCR will be abolished by CRISPR/Cas9 in HLA-A*0201 restricted NY-ESO-1 TCR redirected autologous T cells. Such redirected engineered T cells will be applied to a variety of cancer types, including relapsed refractory multiple myeloma, melanoma, synovial sarcoma, and myxoid/round cell liposarcoma (NCT03399448).
The use of CRISPR/Cas9 technology to generate CAR T cells to attack malignant cells has become a research hotspot in clinical trials. A clinical phase I/II trial (NCT 03166878) was conducted to evaluate the safety and tolerance of patients with recurrent or refractory CD19+ leukemia and lymphoma to several doses of universal CD19-specific CAR T cells (UCART 019). In this study, UCART019 cells were obtained by combining lentiviral delivery of CAR receptors and CRISPR RNA electroporation to simultaneously disrupt endogenous TCR and B2M genes. These cells are derived from one or more healthy unrelated donors but might help to avoid graft-versus-host-disease (GVHD) and reduce host-mediated immunity, thereby providing patients with anti-leukemic effects in a relatively safe condition. Unfortunately, a small number of patients relapsed due to the lack of CD19 expression in tumor cells. Therefore, another clinical trial (NCT03398967) that is more applicable for a wide range of patients focused on allogenic CRISPR-edited bispecific CD19+CD20+ or CD19+CD22+ CAR T cells, which could recognize and kill the CD19-negative malignant cells through the recognition of CD20 or CD22. In another study, a new clinical trial (NCT03057912) has proposed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of combination genome editing of TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9 by targeting HPV16 and HPV18 E6/E7 DNA in the treatment of HPV-associated cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. In this trial, CAR T cells edited by both techniques were administered twice a week for 4 weeks to disrupt target gene expression and promised to reduce off-target effects.
The mutation rate of the neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) gene is one of the highest in the human genome, which is likely to cause various benign or malignant tumors. 266 In one trial (NCT03332030), CRISPR/Cas9 technology was designed to screen and identify NF1-specific drugs. First, a human iPSC library was established from NF1 patients with good phenotypic characteristics, and different cell lines (NF1+/+, NF1+/− and NF1−/−) were developed using CRISPR/Cas9. Then, potential therapeutic agents could be identified by examining the reversal or remission phenotypes after specific drug use. Although results from clinical trials in genome editing appear to be promising, more work needs to be done to ensure the safety and effectiveness of this tool in treating human cancers.
Antiviral clinical trials CCR5 acts as a major coreceptor in the early stage of HIV infection, and CXCR4 plays an important role as an auxiliary receptor when establishing stable infections. Treatment strategies targeting both coreceptors may avoid protection failure because coreceptor usage of HIV infection can be switched between CCR5 and CXCR4. 267 The production of engineered immune cells resistant to HIV infection or replication is the primary strategy for genome editing-based HIV treatment. The most common method involves two steps: modifying the cells (CD4+ T cells and CD34+ hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells) in vitro and then reinfusing the modified cells into patients. 268, 269 Several clinical trials involving CD4+ T cell modification in the context of HIV infection have already been tested. The first approved genome editing trial involving the treatment of HIV with ZFNs (NCT00842634) began in 2009 to evaluate the safety and anti-HIV effects of modified autologous CD4+ T cells in HIV-1 infected patients. The ZFNs were delivered ex vivo to autologous CD4+ T cells by adenoviral vectors for CCR5 gene knockout, and each participant received a single infusion of 5-10 billion ZFN-modified CD4+ T cells. The clinical outcome was published in 2014 270 and indicated that CCR5-knockout cells were protected from CCR5-tropic HIV infection, and the infusions of genetically engineered T cells into patients were well tolerated, with only 1 patient presenting with minor infusion-related adverse events. Since the preliminary demonstration of clinical safety, the main purpose of follow-up trials has been to further optimize the therapeutic effect of geneedited T cells. Sangamo Therapeutics Inc. and the University of Pennsylvania tried to improve engraftment of the infused T cells by increasing the number of genetically modified CD4+ T cells, clearing nonmyeloablative lymphocytes, using multiple infusions of cells and switching from adenoviral vector delivery to mRNA electroporation. Although recent advances in ZFN-modified CD4+ T cell infusion have provided some evidence for the safety and low off-target rate of this therapy, a long-term evaluation is still needed. Another study provided proof for the safety of the permanent gene disruption of CCR5 in autologous CD34+ hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs) with ZFN ex vivo (NCT02500849). The main advantage of using HPSCs over T cells is that we will be able to obtain a large number of cell subsets that are protected from HIV infection, which are differentiated by the genetically edited CD34+ population. A recently reported article showed that Chinese scientists have established a CRISPR/Cas9modified CCR5 gene editing system for adult HPSCs to achieve long-term and stable hematopoietic system reconstruction after infusion of modified CD34+ cells into patients with HIV-1 infection and ALL (NCT03164135). 271 This study preliminarily proved the feasibility and safety of gene editing adult HPSC transplantation in the human body and would promote the development of gene editing technology in clinical applications. Because HSPC-based gene therapy is often confined by ex vivo culture techniques and difficulties in HPSC expansion, there is also interest in modifying patient-specific iPSCs and reprogramming them to HSPCs. 272 (Clinical trials involving HPV and EBV infection are described in the Anticancer clinical trial section).
Clinical trials of hematological diseases
To date, ZFN and CRISPR/Cas9 have been applied in five clinical gene-therapeutic trials pertaining to hematological diseases, including hemophilia B, β-thalassemia, and sickle cell disease.
Hemophilia B is a recessive, X-linked hemorrhagic disease represented by a lack of expression of coagulation factor IX (F IX). 273 In November 2016, Sangamo Therapeutics Inc. initiated a phase I clinical trial (NCT02695160) with the expected 12 participants using SB-FIX, which is an AAV-delivered ZFN, designed to be intravenously delivered to the subject's own hepatocytes to insert a corrective FIX transgene into the albumin locus; thus, they aim to achieve permanent FIX clotting factor production in the liver of severe hemophilia B patients. This ascending dose phase I study attempts to assess the safety and tolerability of SB-FIX in treating hemophilia B patients and is expected to be complete in January 2021. Abnormality in the β-globin gene (HBB) can reduce the synthesis of β-globin chains in hemoglobin, causing β-thalassemia. 274 In January 2019, Allife Medical Science and Technology Co., Ltd. started a 12-subject early phase I trial, where they applied CRISPR/Cas9 to correct the HBB gene in vitro in patient-specific induced hematopoietic stem cells (iHSCs), and intravenously transfused the edited cells back to the HBB-mutated β-thalassemia subjects. This trial is expected to be complete in 2021. BCL11A, a key modifier in hemoglobin disorders characterized by repressing fetal hemoglobin (HbF), is associated with the clinical severity of β-thalassemia and sickle cell disease. 275 Hence, gene therapy targeting BCL11A to treat the two diseases above has been tested in trials. Until now, three trials have tried to suppress the BCL11A gene in autologous CD34+ hematopoietic stem/ progenitor cells in vitro and then intravenously transfuse the modified cells back to the subjects; all three trials initiated in 2018 and are expected to be complete in 2020-2022. Sangamo Therapeutics Inc. has led the first trial, NCT03432364, a singledose phase I/II study with 6 subjects of transfusion-dependent β-thalassemia (TDT). ZFN has been applied to generate the geneedited therapeutic cell ST-400; its safety, tolerability, and effects on HbF are to be evaluated and its transfusion requirements are to be assessed. Another single-dose phase I/II study trial (NCT03655678) with up to 45 subjects, focusing on transfusion-dependent β-thalassemia (TDT), was initiated by Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc. They utilized CRISPR/Cas9-modified cell CTX001, aiming to test its safety and efficacy. With similar study designs and start and completion times, Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc. have also tested CTX001 in severe sickle cell disease (NCT03745287).
Clinical trials of hereditary eye diseases
Gene augmentation is successfully employed for the treatment of inherited retinal diseases, and a large number of clinical trials of gene augmentation are underway for LCA, choroideremia, achromatopsia, X-linked retinoschisis and RP. 276 Until now, there has been only one clinical trial of gene editing in LCA10. Recently, a clinical study (NCT03872479) was initiated by Editas and Allergan to evaluate the safety, tolerability and efficacy of single-dose AGN-151587 (EDIT-101), an AAV vector containing 3 components: an S. aureus Cas9 and two gRNAs -gRNA-323 and gRNA-64. AGN-151587 could eliminate the mutation of c.2991 + 1655A > G in intron 26 of the CEP290 gene to treat LCA10. Although clinical trials on gene editing for ophthalmic diseases have just begun, the unique qualities of eyes, such as easy accessibility and relative immune-privileged status, make CRISPR-Cas a promising and available strategy for ophthalmic disease treatment in the near future. 164, 276 
CHALLENGES IN THERAPEUTIC TARGETING
In addition to the many benefits of genome editing, there are some technical challenges in translating these treatments to clinical disease therapy, primarily in terms of accuracy, efficacy and delivery hurdles. To cope with these challenges, scientists will need profound knowledge about the molecular nature of cancers, especially heterogeneous solid tumors, as well as carefully designed genome editing platforms in preclinical studies.
Increasing the specificity of gene correction
The accuracy of gene editing technology is defined by the ability to edit the desired locus of interest within the genome. Mutations in undesired genomic loci, namely off-target effects, are inevitably rather pernicious, as they can lead to potential genomic toxicity, genome instability, the disruption of gene function, epigenetic alterations, and even carcinogenesis. 16, 277, 278 Given that therapeutic gene targeting is strongly dependent on the creation of DSBs at specific target sites, assays of paramount importance have been developed to assess the targeting specificities of ZFNs, TALENs and Cas9 nucleases, such as in vitro selection libraries, 279, 280 mismatch-detection nuclease assay, 281 newly reported high-throughput profiling, 282 next-generation sequencing (NGS) 283 and whole-genome sequencing (WGS). 284, 285 Thus, the above studies revealed a number of factors that might affect the specificity of gene editing, which can be roughly divided into two categories. First, the intrinsic specificity encoded in the Cas9 protein may determine the relative importance of each position that may differ between different sgRNA sequences. Second, the specificity also depends on the abundance of effective nuclease complexes relative to the target concentration.
Compared to ZFNs and TALENs, CRISPR/Cas9 may present higher potential for off-target effects in human cells. 278 As previously noted, there is a tolerance of sequence mismatch when Cas9-sgRNA binds to the target DNA: both identical and highly homologous DNA sequences can be cleaved, leading to chromosomal rearrangements or off-target mutations. 286, 287 With numerous studies demonstrating the presence of its off-target activity, it has become the task with top priority to improve DNA specificity in CRISPR technology. 278 Accordingly, several strategies have been exploited to minimize Cas9-mediated off-target effects and increase the cleavage specificity. Both the structure and composition of gRNA can affect the level of off-target effects. 288, 289 A related method that has been reported to reduce the off-target effects induced by Cas9 is to choose unique target sequences that lack homology to other regions of the genome. 290 In addition, the use of truncated and less-active sgRNAs that are shortened at the 5ʹ end by two to three nucleotides decreased undesired mutagenesis at some off-target sites because this sgRNA structure has higher sensitivity to mismatches. 277, 282 Another strategy to reduce the off-target effects is to harness a pair of nCas9 or RNA-guided FokI nucleases to generate paired nicks instead of DSBs, which can significantly avoid off-target cleavage without sacrificing genome editing efficiency. 291, 292 In addition, the concentration of Cas9-sgRNA delivered to cells should be carefully controlled, as it is another factor that affects off-target effects. 293 However, increasing specificity by reducing the amount of transfected DNA also results in reduced cleavage at the target. Therefore, a balance between on-target cleavage efficiency and off-target effects must be considered. Most recently, two different variants of monomeric Streptococcus pyogenes have been engineered to form a SpCas9 that exhibits improved genome-wide specificities. Slaymaker et al. described an enhanced SpCas9 that contains alanine substitutions at three positions and predicted the interaction of this variant with a nontarget DNA strand. 294 In another study, Kleinstiver et al. created SpCas9-HF1 (high-fidelity variant 1) by introducing alanine substitutions at four residues in SpCas9 to disrupt nonspecific contacts with the phosphorylated framework of the target DNA strand, which interacts with gRNA. 295 These engineered variants of SpCas9 have been engineered by reducing nonspecific interactions of proteins with different DNA strands, dramatically improving genome-wide specificity. They do not alter the target range or size of the DNA that is required to encode the desired Cas9 nuclease and a single gRNA; thus, functional mutations could also be combined to further increase specificity.
Alternative delivery methods have also been developed to improve the specificity of the editing process. Direct delivery of recombinant Cas9 protein and in vitro transcribed sgRNA either alone or in purified complexes reduced off-target effects when compared with plasmid transfected delivery systems. 296, 297 Anti-CRISPR molecules, recently discovered inhibitors for CRISPR systems, may add the precise control of genome editing strategy, 298 which are currently tested. 299 Improving the efficiency of nuclease editing The efficiency of DSB repair pathways mediated by NHEJ and HDR varies greatly between cell types and cell status; however, in most cases, NHEJ is more active than HDR. It has been observed that NHEJ is active throughout the cell cycle of a variety of cell types, including division and postmitosis. 11, 300 In contrast, HDR functions primarily in the S/G2 phase and is therefore largely restricted to actively dividing cells, limiting treatments for the precise genomic modification of mitotic cells. 301, 302 This difference makes the treatment of diseases that require genetic correction or gene insertion more challenging than those that require gene inactivation. Since NHEJ-mediated DSB repair can be applied to promote high levels of gene disruption in most cell types, the primary challenge to date has been to improve the efficiency of HDR.
Notably, recent studies have reported novel strategies to upregulate the efficiency of genome editing by inhibiting competing DNA repair pathways, primarily NHEJ-mediated DNA repair. Maruyama et al. 303 successfully employed SCR7 to inhibit NHEJ by targeting a key enzyme (DNA ligase IV) in the NHEJ pathway, thereby increasing the genome editing efficiency in cell lines and mice by up to 19-fold. In another independent study, Kuhn et al. abolished NHEJ activity in human and mouse cell lines by the gene silencing of several key molecules of the NHEJ repair pathway (KU70, KU80 or DNA ligase IV), leading to increased genome editing efficiency. 304 Further, Canny et al. discovered that 53BP1, a genetically encoded inhibitor, increased HDR-dependent genome editing efficiency by up to 5.6-fold through suppressing NHEJ activity in human and mouse cells. 305 Interestingly, by application of an HDR enhancer, RS-1, Song et al. achieved multifold improvement on the CRISPR/Cas9-and TALEN-mediated knock-in efficiency both in vitro and in vivo, whereas the NHEJ inhibitor SCR7 has minimal effects. 306 The identification of novel small molecule inhibitors against other NHEJ proteins, such as artemis and XRCC4, may further advance current strategies. 307, 308 An improved CRISPR system, called CRISPR/Cpf1 or CRISPR/Cas12a, that employs a smaller and simpler RNA-guided DNA nuclease, could target genomic regions that cannot be targeted by Cas9 and induce multiplex gene perturbation in vitro with frequencies of up to 45%. 309 In addition, timed delivery of Cas9-guide RNP (RNA ribonucleoprotein) complexes was used to site-specifically induce DSBs and new genetic information, with high efficiency of HDR. 310 In addition to the methods already mentioned, further research aimed at improving HDR efficiency will be necessary to optimize genome editing for a wider range of diseases.
Although the CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing system improves the efficiency of gene knockout and site-directed modification (including site-directed mutation and gene insertion), the efficiency of gene site-directed mutation based on a HR mechanism is still low. To improve the efficiency of site-directed mutation, the base editor (BE) system combining CRISPR/Cas9 and cytosine deaminase has been reported one after another. [311] [312] [313] By using this system, the fusion protein composed of Cas9cytidine deaminase and uracil glycosaminase inhibitor can be targeted at the desired site complementary to gRNA without double-stranded DNA fragmentation, and the amino group of pyrimidine (C) at the target site can be removed so that C becomes uracil (U), and U will be replaced by thymidine (T) with the replication of DNA. Finally, the single base C → T mutation is realized accurately and efficiently, leading to single-base-pair substitutions in eukaryotic cells. 314 The BE technique adds an important tool to the research and application of genome editing technology.
Optimizing the delivery system One of the key challenges for the future application of gene editing tools will be the development of efficient and secure methods to deliver genetic editing elements, not only to the tumor cells ex vivo but also to somatic cells in vivo. Delivery methods include viral methods and nonviral physical methods ( Fig. 4 ). Nonviral physical delivery methods, such as electroporation, 315 hydrodynamic injection 316 and lipid nanoparticles, 317 have been widely utilized to deliver ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR in different cell lines and animal models. Despite their simplicity and safety, the relatively poor delivery efficacy limits the therapeutic applications of those nonviral delivery methods in vivo. 318 In contrast, viral vectors (such as retroviruses, lentivirus, adenovirus (AdV) and AAV) have high delivery efficiency, and some of them have been approved for clinical uses. 319, 320 To date, viral delivery systems have been the most effective system for delivering plasmid-based nucleic acids to mammalian cells in vitro and in vivo, despite the possibility of introducing unintentional mutations and the existence of safety concerns. [321] [322] [323] [324] Recent studies have further highlighted other issues affecting delivery efficiency, including the immune risk of host tumors and cells to Cas9 proteins, 325 as well as the DSB P53 responses related to genome editing. 326 Many new viral and nonviral systems have been developed to overcome these problems.
Nonviral delivery systems could extend the range of genome editing therapies by alleviating concerns about the safety and immunogenicity of native cells in vivo. For instance, the delivery of plasmid DNA encoding a Cas9-sgRNA complex that targets VEGF using a PEG-PEI-cholesterol lipid polymer could achieve a gene knockout of approximately 50% in osteosarcoma cells in vitro and in vivo. 327 A lipid delivery system containing PEG-poly lacticcoglycolic acid nanoparticles was used to deliver CRISPR DNA constructed by a CD68 promoter and achieve in vitro and in vivo Fig. 4 Viral and nonviral delivery systems for genome editing technology. The most commonly used viral vectors include adeno-associated viruses (AAVs), lentiviruses and adenoviruses (AdVs). Nonviral physical methods can be used for genome editing to deliver biomacromolecules intracellularly without the use of nanoparticles. Nonviral delivery may be microinjections in vitro, direct injection into the embryo or zygote ex vivo, or hydrodynamic injection in vivo. Alternatively, electroporation or mechanical deformation realize delivery by creating transient pores in the cellular membrane, making entry points for genome editing biomacromolecules.
gene editing of specific macrophages. 328 Zuris and colleagues also studied lipid materials as vectors for genome-edited proteins. First, they fused Cas9 and TALEN into anionic GFP proteins to increase negative charges on the surface and then complexed them with Lipofectamine 2000TM (a commercially cationic lipofection reagent); this novel complex achieved 24% gene knockout of mouse embryonic stem cells in vitro and 13% gene knockout of mouse cochlea hair cells in vivo. 317 The gene knockout rate of the complex to mouse embryonic stem cells in vitro was 24%.
According to Finn et al., lipid nanoparticles composed of PEG-lipids exhibited excellent serum stability. When used to deliver Cas9 mRNA and sgRNA targeting the mouse transthyretin gene in hepatocytes, they caused a drop in serum protein levels of more than 97%, which lasted for at least 12 months after a single systemic injection. 329 Recent work by Cheng and Leong et al. has demonstrated that the delivery of Cas9 and sgRNA plasmids with cationic alpha-helical polypeptides is expected to enhance gene editing efficiency in vitro and in vivo. With this delivery system, repeated intratumoral injections in a HeLa xenograft mouse model resulted in~67% targeted gene knockdown and >71% tumor growth inhibition and ultimately significantly prolonged the survival of tumor-bearing mice. 330 Moreover, the Cas9 protein and sgRNA complex showed higher efficiency than plasmid-based CRISPR/Cas9 and Cas9 mRNA/sgRNA. For example, recombinant Cas9 proteins and sgRNA have been reported to achieve 16% editing efficiency in vitro through cell-penetrating peptide (CPP), 297, 331 while the delivery of purified Cas9 protein mediated by electroporation increased the editing efficiency to 79%, 296, 332 because transgenic proteins degraded rapidly and avoided longlasting effects on the genome.
To improve the specificity and safety of viral-mediated gene editing delivery, different parts of preexisting viruses can be mixed together, creating hybrid virus vectors. The structure of the virus can be tweaked by point mutations, or the virus can incorporate small molecules, synthetic polymers and inorganic nanoparticles. 333 For example, lentiviral vectors are typically pseudotyped with glycoprotein G from vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV-G), extending the vector tropism to a wide range of host cells. 334 By controlling the ratio of assembled wild-type viral capsid to protease-activatable subunits, the overall transduction level of protease-activatable viruses (PAVs) increased. 335 Using error-prone polymerase chain reaction (EP-PCR), Asuri et al. created a library of AAV capsid genes with point mutations, which resulted in a viral variant that was more efficient in delivering genetic payloads to human stem cells. 336 The vector is further enhanced by conjugative delivery to ZFNs: the induced DSB facilitated HDR repair of the delivered transgene, thereby enabling gene targeting. Another way to further modify or enhance the functional properties of viruses is by incorporating synthetic nonbiological components such as polymers and nanoparticles. Hofherr et al. 337 attached PEG-5000 to adenoviral vectors to generate adeno-PEG-injected counterparts (Ad-PEG). After intravenous injection into mammalian blood, PEGylation blunted the interactions of adenovirus with platelets and endothelial cells and reduced thrombocytopenia as well as D-dimer formation. In another study, Lee et al. investigated the possibility of conjugating the AAV surface-exposed lysine on the capsid with the activated PEG chains of PEG-2000 to protect the AAV vectors from neutralizing antibodies. 338 At a critical conjugation ratio, the particles were moderately protected from serum neutralization by 2.3-fold over the unmodified vectors. These results indicate that certain modifications of viral vectors may have utility to reduce immune responses that are involved in the delivery process, thereby improving their safety for human gene therapy.
The proper selection of different delivery systems and CRISPR/ Cas9 types also contributes to the reduction of off-target effects. For instance, the use of minicircle DNA is more efficient and less immunogenic than plasmid DNA per-mass due to the elimination of bacterial expression sequences. 339 The codelivery of Cas9 and EGFR mutation-specific sgRNAs by adenovirus could precisely disrupt the oncogenic mutant allele, showing high specificity. 340 Furthermore, nonviral polymers conjugated to the gold nanoparticle hybridization system have been recognized as a suitable vehicle for the delivery of Cas9 RNP complexes plus donor DNA, which could effectively correct the disease phenotypes of muscle cells after intramuscular injection. 341 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The research evidence accumulated to date has demonstrated significant contributions of genome editing systems to exploit therapeutic strategies for various types of human diseases, among which the CRISPR/Cas9 system has been especially effective by directly interfering with target gene loci or deriving multifunctional tools. In the future, a combination of pooled CRISPR screening and the existing information on the genetic and epigenetic characteristics of cancer cell lines will be able to broadly identify synthetic lethal interactions in the genome and facilitate the discovery of novel drug targets. The CRISPR/Cas9 platform also provides a new tool to manipulate noncoding regions of the cancer genome, accelerating the functional exploration of aspects that are hitherto poorly characterized. The tremendous advances in the development of engineered nucleases (especially ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9) paved the way for genome editing from a theoretical concept into clinical practice. At the end of 2017, Brian Madeux, an American man with Hunter's syndrome, received a bold treatment at the Benioff Children's Hospital at the University of California-San Franciscothe delivery of ZFNs via an AAV for in vivo genetic editing to treat his disease. This is the first report in the world describing the treatment of genetic diseases through in vivo gene editing, which further demonstrates that gene editing has extremely important clinical application potential for the treatment of genetic diseases. Genome editing technology has also been combined with tumor immunotherapy to provide more updated options for human disease treatment. As one of the most innovative and successful approaches in tumor immunotherapy, CAR T cell therapy was officially approved for use in the clinic in 2017. Refractory ALL and CLL patients responded completely to CAR T cell products directly targeting CD19, therefore the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recognized CAR T cell therapy as a "breakthrough therapy" and approved its treatment for leukemia and lymphoma. The effective response of CAR T therapy in clinical trials of B cell malignancies has evoked great enthusiasm for the ultimate intelligent treatment, brought hope to cancer patients, and led to the commercialization of CAR T cells by many pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. However, the development of CAR T cell therapy is still in its infancy, and the high costs of CAR T cell therapy have made it unaffordable for a large population in society. Moreover, the commercial potential of this therapy, especially the possibility of becoming an off-the-shelf therapy, remains uncertain; in addition, its capacity to combat solid tumors remains to be confirmed.
At the same time, gene editing technology has also promoted the development of cell imaging, gene expression regulation, epigenetic modification, therapeutic drug development, functional gene screening, and gene diagnosis. Although the off-target effect in the implementation of gene editing technology still needs further optimization, innovative genome editing complexes and more specific nanostructured vehicles have improved efficiency and reduced toxicity during the delivery process, bringing genome editing technology closer to the clinic. With deeper exploration into this technology and the cooperation of the world scientific community, it is reasonable to believe that genome editing technology has the potential to ultimately elucidate biological mechanisms behind disease development
